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This 9 week course will help you map out every aspect of your novel, from your story 
world to your principal and secondary characters, through to your narrative structure 
and to the publishing platforms at your disposal. 
 
Using tried-and-tested methods and techniques from the screenwriting trade, Nicolas 
Forzy will show you how to break down your story into its primary elements, to develop 
a writing plan that is both realistic and ambitious, and to separate creative thinking from 
creative writing to make sure that when you start writing, you are completely ready to do 
so. 
 
You will learn how to build a world for your story, complex characters to unleash within 
it, and strong story and plot to keep your readers engaged. You need to have a clear 
story idea to develop during the course, and a least some amateur writing experience to 
get you started. The rest will take shape during the workshop, week after week. You will 
earn from it as much as what you put in, and then some. 
 
You will start the class with a digital and print package of necessary creative sheets that 
we will use on the course. Mid-way through the course, you will have a private 20minute 
feedback session with the course tutor to shape your project more closely. At the end of 
the course, another 20minute session will let you fine tune your story with the tutor so 
that you are fully ready to write. 
 
With a small class of only 9 people, you will receive the focus your story deserves. 
 
The course content breaks down as follows: 
 
Week 1 
• General approach to writing, how to organise your work and think like a writer 
• Direct your research in the right way; Tools to use and apply when researching your 

book  online, offline, exercises and practical techniques 
• Build A rich and detailed story world across all its dimensions - dynamics, rules, 

interconnected relationships and textures for your world  
 
Week 2 
• Build your main character 
• Build your antagonist 
• Turn them into deep, complex and empathetic personas - urges, drives, forces and 

voice, arcs across the story and crosscharacter relationships within the plot 
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Week 3 
• Build your secondary characters 
• Match their competences to their corresponding main characters 
• Give them unique features that make them stand out 
 
Week 4 
• Assemble your constellation of characters into a coherent universe 
• Give each character their own complementary path 
• Balance the protagonists, the antagonists and the neutral forces of your story 
• 20-minute one-on-one feedback session with course tutor 
 
Week 5 
• Understand the building blocks of a classic story structure - 3 act structure, 9 

sequence grid, 45 scene threads and more 
• Break down your story into 3 acts 
• Fill each act with dynamic plot points that push the story forward 
 
Week 6 
• Break down each story act into 3 consecutive sequences 
• Articulate each plot point around each sequence 
• Build setups and payoffs throughout your plot 
• Integrate main characters into the plot by mapping their arc to the story 
 
Week 7 
• Break down each story sequence into 5 key scenes 
• Learn the anatomy of a scene and how to write impactful ones 
• Integrate all characters into each relevant scene to complete their story arc 
• Pacing and reveals - track your character arcs in the overall story structure and in 

relation to each other 
• Shape your story into a coherent, balance and effective narrative 
 
Week 8 
• Integrate all the different elements of your story into a single document - your 

‘Playbook’ 
• Cross check continuity for each character, location and plot point 
• Testing the story ride  where the rhythm slows, where it needs work, what to cut, 

what to add back 
• Develop a clear writing plan for the next 10 weeks 
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Week 9 
• Examine the different publishing options available to you 
• Understand the requirements of a writer to pitch and publish your novel 
• Finalise your writing plan 
• 20-minute one-on-one feedback session with course tutor 
 
With this sustained yet manageable pace, you will develop a writing skillset that will let 
you quickly shape ideas into written form. This will allow you to build your story ideas 
more and more quickly, leading to a more immediate transition from thought to page. 
Beyond that, you will now be able to articulate your ideas into written words faster than 
most people. This workshop won’t just give you tools. It will give you literary 
ammunition. 
 
The sessions will take place at the Dubai International Writers Center in Al Shindagha 
district. Classes are limited to 9 people, so make sure to book early. 
 
Your book awaits. 
 


